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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Objectives

The number and complexity of interconnection disputes in many CEPT countries is likely to increase as an outcome of
the current market developments based on digital convergence, globalisation, technological inventions, and national
legislation governing liberalisation processes.
In addition, the new EU Framework Directive1, reduces the time limit for dispute resolution from six to four months, and,
at the same time, adds classes of disputes under the NRA responsibility. This implies that many of the CEPT countries
will reorganise their dispute resolution processes.
The purpose of this report is to provide the regulatory bodies in CEPT countries with both general information regarding
disputes and resolution settlement procedures, and country specific information concerning arrangements in other CEPT
countries. This in order to promote greater understanding, and to facilitate further discussions regarding dispute resolution
settlement procedures (DRSP).
As a result of the study and the discussions within APRII, this report is a first step towards further work on this regulatory
issue in ECC in order to promote a clearer view of the complexity of DRSP. The next step will involve a developed
analysis of the mechanisms and conditions of an effective DRSP and on the basis of "best current practice" will seek to
establish some general guidelines or recommendations.
1.2

Background and scope

The regulatory tool to limit the number of disputes relating to interconnection and access to network, and the cost of
disputes through ex-ante regulation by modification of the allocation of property rights, restricting the incumbent's control
on essential resources, might be a limited tool of regulation especially in a dynamic environment. Current allocation of
property rights is constrained by past investments and past regulations. It is likely that the future profound and rapid
changes in the environment of interconnection agreements will increase the requirement for ex-post regulation and place
interconnection Dispute Settlement Procedures more in the focus of the regulatory process. ECC PT4 APRII restarted
work in 2002 on a study initiated by the former European Telecommunications Office (ETO) concerning Dispute
Settlement Procedures, as disputes regarding interconnection arrangements were thought to be of increased interest. A
new questionnaire was developed and sent out in 2002. Twenty-five CEPT countries have responded to the combined
questionnaires (the former ETO and the new APRII questionnaire).
The country specific information concerning details of the dispute resolution processes in twenty-six CEPT countries, in
the second part of this report, reflects the situation as it stood on the 8th of July 2003. The accuracy of the information
concerning the individual national arrangements has been ensured by a consultation process engaging the CEPT
Administrations during June-August 2003.
This report addresses dispute resolution procedures from the view of the governmental organisations, the national
regulator or the ministry which handles the interconnection disputes between actors on the market. However, the views of
the Industry concerning DRSP are highly considered and referred to. The discussions are to some extent based on the
unusual nature of the interconnection relationship in the telecommunications industry. However, in the light of the new
EU Framework Directive, disputes that are related to other issues are also, to some extent, discussed.

1

Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, Articles 20 and 21.
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Part I. Disputes and Resolution Settlement Procedures in General
2

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORKS

The tools of liberalisation of the telecommunications market are sector-specific rules and competition law. The sector
specific regulations are aimed at managing the complexity, and contradictions, of competitive and social objectives.
Interconnection agreements might be affected by sector specific law and, as any contract between private entities, depend
on commercial law. This duality of reference laws does not pre-assume an incompatibility between "general" and
"specific" laws. However, interpretations of these two systems might be contradictory and affected by the asymmetry of
information and the rationality of agents.
A dispute handled in a national court, or an international court as a last instance will, besides sector-specific rules and
competition law, also involve national and international commercial and administrative laws. The various legislative
regimes that in some cases are involved in a DRSP create complexity and the outcome may be difficult to predict.
A dispute settlement may involve one or more of the following legal regimes:
- Commercial law, private contractual law,
- Competition law,
- Public law,
- Telecommunications law,
- Sector-specific regulation,
- Consumer Protection law,
- Intellectual Property law,
- Administrative law,
- International law.
3

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL REGULATOR AND OTHER CIVIL BODIES

One of the features of the National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) is the combination of powers that are usually kept
separate: the regulatory function assigned to it implies that it can hold very diverse prerogatives, which range from
determining generally applicable rules to controlling and sanctioning powers, including decision-making to settle
disputes. Their original concept lies, on the one hand, in the fact that they are sectorial authority within the scope of
regulating network industries and, on the other hand, in the fact that they have regulatory, sanctioning and arbitration
powers.
In the telecommunications field, in addition to the common law regulation of competition entrusted to the Competition
Council, the NRAs’ have been entrusted with the task of technical and organisational regulation of the
telecommunications market. In particular, the NRA may deal with cases related to refusal of interconnection, failure in
commercial negotiations or a dispute regarding the conclusion or performance of an agreement for interconnection or
access to a telecommunications network due to failure in agreement of either party, in accordance with EU regulation and
national telecommunication laws. This specific possibility to regulate interconnection disputes between private operators
allows the NRAs to create a subjective interconnection regulation to benefit those competing with the historic operator.
This new form of legal regulation provides the possibility to permanently adapt the interconnection regulatory scope, as
the NRAs set the aims of their strategy to favour development of the market by means of individual decisions.
“As a general rule, for regulation to be appropriate it should deliver appreciable benefits to end-users over the status quo
through stimulating competition in a way that will deliver more choice for customers and/or provide greater opportunity
for competitors to drive down prices. It should be designed to achieve these outcomes in a way which does not undermine
prospects for development of sustainable competition in the long term.”2

2

Adapted from Oftel, U.K, communicated on its webpage.
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4

THE NATURE OF DISPUTES

4.1

The fundamental factors

A dispute arises because of perceived differences in interest resulting from the power of the parties involved, as a
combination of internal resources and external circumstances, and rights, legal frameworks such as contractual laws or
sector specific regulation. An unpredictable environment, caused by factors such as changes of the legitimate interests of
the parties, new entrants on the market, unfamiliarity with the universal business culture, or business practice in the area,
or information imbalances will create an uncertainty (of the interest as well as the rights and power) which increase the
chances for disputes. An increase in knowledge and predictability of the contracting environment will, at the same time,
reduce the possibility of disputes emerging. Where the balance of power is equal, parties are more likely to reach a
resolution via commercial negotiation. Either rights or power may be reframed in order to satisfy an interest and settle the
dispute.
4.2

Interconnection disputes

Interconnection is generally analysed in economic literature as a simple problem of pricing network access. This point of
view is justified by the fact that these charges often represent close to 50% of the new entrants’ costs. What is primarily
important is not the normative efficiency of access rules per se, but the costs of evaluating and enforcing access rules
(pricing and non-pricing rules). This means that the higher the evaluation and implementation costs of individual rights,
the more the transfer of these rights between competitors will generate significant disputes. In the case of interconnection,
these costs are particularly high when exchanges concern the transfer of rights of use on essential infrastructures, which
cannot be duplicated by the new entrants.
If the economic theory of transaction cost is applied to interconnection it follows that: The more important the expected
incumbent's private opportunity cost, the higher the contracting cost will be with regard to integration (other transaction
attributes being given).
The interconnection relationship in telecommunications is unusual in that incentives to contract are weak, or asymmetric
as between incumbent and entrants, because interconnected operators are both partners and competitors.
The interconnection is a contractual hazard3, and the interdependence between market players is prone to various
disputes. The investment for shared use of essential facilities cannot be duplicated and will lose value if they are not used
with these essential values. The interdependence between different market players might be very asymmetric, as between
new entrants and incumbent. The incumbent controls the essential facilities, which are needed by the entrants to raise the
value of his investment. After the contract is established, there will be an increased balance in dependence, as the
behaviour of each party affects the quality of service of the other. The negotiation of contracts is more likely to end in
disputes than the implementation of the contract.
The allocation network functioning costs among the different services are complex and the uncertainty opens the door to
opportunistic behaviour. The incumbent has an incentive to prolong interconnection delays, to postpone competition and
increase the entry cost for new entrants. Both incumbent and entrants may use delays as a strategy for extracting a larger
share of joint profits. Another incentive for disputes is the value of transaction related information and the competitive
advantage this information, gained by the dispute, might provide.
4.3

Anti-competitive behaviour

An abuse of the principle of non-discrimination4 might be a time-consuming issue as it often involves several operators,
or service providers. The dispute implies the abuse of one of the following two different constraints.
i)

3

Requirements on operators5 to propose contracts to new entrants whose terms and conditions are equivalent to
those applied to internal transactions with their own units or subsidiaries.

"Contractual hazards occur because incumbents’ property rights to essential facilities are not well delimited under frequent
environmental change. Moreover, property rights enforcement problems emerge because each party’s contribution to the joint value is
difficult to measure. Contractual hazard may also be generated by ex-ante costs of delays and ex-post long time responsiveness in the
coordination process. In addition, sharing information in order to reduce transaction costs is of strategic value on the horizontal
dimension. Finally, even if one party detects opportunistic behavior of the other one, it cannot switch to another partner without high
costs due to transactions -specific investments". (Chaves 1999).
4
Interconnection Directive European Commission (97/33/EC).
5
Operator identified as SMP (Significant Market Power) or other definitions, often the incumbent.
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A dispute concerning this constraint is particularly complex to investigate. The NRA might encounter great difficulties in
checking internal transfers, even if obligated operators must provide an accounting separation. Not only is there the
problem that the operator could hide information from the NRA, and from new entrants, the information, with a sufficient
degree of precision, might not even be known by the operator.
In fact, integration and partnership agreements allow the operator to limit his costs for measuring rights transferred
internally in relation to costs for measurement which he must incur in order to transfer these rights externally.
ii)

Requirements on operators to offer equivalent contractual terms and conditions to all new entrants for equivalent
interconnection services.

Disputes concerning these constraints will probably be easier to investigate, as the information is in fact available in all
interconnection agreements signed by SMP operators and submitted to the NRA.
Complicated disputes may also occur outside the interconnection requirements, based on anti-competitive behaviour
where, for example, suppliers alone or jointly engage in anti-competitive cross-subsidisation; using information obtained
from competitors with anti-competitive results; and not making available to other services suppliers on a timely basis
technical information about essential facilities and commercially relevant information which is necessary for them to
provide services.
4.4

Obligations on operators

The open telecommunications market and the entry of new competitors are facilitated by cost oriented prices on access to
the networks. In order to secure access rights to basic telecommunications for everyone, the operators may be submitted
to additional regulation. The incumbent is frequently obligated to provide access to basic telecommunications, universal
services or number portability. However, what is considered to constitute universal services may change as the
"information society" develops and there might be an increase in the number of operators that will be obligated by the
NRA to provide different kinds of services. Other operators than the incumbent, such as operators identified to possess
SMP, that traditionally have not been required to carry out these services could find themselves with a new obligation that
has to be financed. This might cause a rise in the number and complexity of disputes between the NRA and
operators/service providers.
4.5

Cross-border disputes

Cross-border disputes create complex issues based on the differences in the national laws and jurisdictions involved. An
interconnection agreement concerning cross-border interconnection is commercially complex and in addition to the usual
parameters included in an agreement based on a national setting might require specifications of: the currency of tariffing
and settlement; details concerning congestion and network management, such as the operational language and different
procedures depending on the different countries and networks involved. This commercial complexity combined with the
different regulatory requirements and other different legislation involved may generate incentives for disputes.
“Disputes may arise e.g. regarding to which licensing/authorisation category a requesting company from Member State
A belongs if the national interconnection regulation in Member State B differs between categories of interconnecting
companies and accordingly between terms and conditions for interconnection.” 6
See also “5.1 Cross-border disputes under the new EU framework”.
4.6

Disputes involving consumers/end-users

Disputes might also be initiated by customer complains concerning operators/service providers' unfair contract terms,
access to services etc. Disputes concerning consumer rights are in general not referred to in the discussions concerning
DRSP in the telecommunications sector. Consumer protection in terms of transparent and sound procedures for
complaints, independent mandates for consumer commissioners etc might be found under the authority of other national
institutions concerning consumer protection in general and not the NRAs.
4.7

Licence, authorisation or registration

Disputes arising from a failure to comply with the licence conditions may involve a large number of stakeholders, such as
end users, other operators and the NRA.
6

Report from European Telecommunications Platform Cross Border Interconnect Working Group. ETP(99)084. Draft Issue 1-11 June
1999.
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4.8

Radio Spectrum Disputes

Disputes could arise from issues regarding radio frequency allocation and usage, such as access to radio spectrum based
networks or services, or from interference to radio spectrum networks or services. Investigations involving disputes
concerning radio spectrum are likely to be very resource intensive, as involvement of technical compatibility tests or
monitoring could be required.
Radio spectrum disputes might be expected to arise more frequently owing to the introduction of market mechanisms,
such as spectrum trading, especially combined with the liberalisation of licence conditions to allow more flexibility in
spectrum use.
“Due to the fact that radio spectrum disputes are likely to be complex issues about interference or spectrum use
compatibility, it may be that disputes about radio spectrum are not suited to ADR.”7
5

IMPACT OF THE NEW EUROPEAN UNION REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The new EU Framework Directives allow National Regulatory Authorities to refuse to determine disputes if Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms are available. Therefore, in general, it might be possible for the EU Member
States to assess the following: the NRA will decline to adjudicate disputes between operators which are not dominant and
will encourage them to use some form of ADR.
The EU Framework Directive requires that market reviews must be carried out, in most cases, before regulation is
imposed, and that regulation is only to be imposed where the market is not effectively competitive, i.e. where at least one
operator has Significant Market Power.8In addition, the Framework Directive obligates the NRAs to resolve disputes
within the shortest possible timeframe and within a maximum of four months (apart from exceptional circumstances).
However, the EU Directives are expected to bring other challenges with regard to dispute resolution. The number of
disputes dealt with under the new EU Regulatory Framework is expected to increase, as the new directive broadens the
scope of dispute resolution beyond that of the previous Interconnection Directive9 from 1997. This broadening of scope
extends to involve disputes concerning rights to use radio spectrum.
5.1

Cross-border disputes under the new EU framework

Article 21, of the EU Framework Directive states the following concerning the resolution of cross-border disputes:
“1. In the event of a cross-border dispute arising under this Directive or the Specific Directives between parties in
different Member States, where the dispute lies within the competence of national regulatory authorities from more
than one Member State, the procedure set out in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 shall be applicable.
2. Any party may refer the dispute to the national regulatory authorities concerned. The national regulatory authorities
shall co-ordinate their efforts in order to bring about a resolution of the dispute, in accordance with the objectives set
out in Article 8. Any obligations imposed on an undertaking by the national regulatory authority in resolving a dispute
shall respect the provisions of this Directive or the Specific Directives.
3. Member States may make provision for national regulatory authorities jointly to decline to resolve a dispute where
other mechanisms, including mediation, exist and would better contribute to resolution of the dispute in a timely
manner in accordance with the provisions of Article 8. They shall inform the parties without delay. If after four
months the dispute is not resolved, if the dispute has not been brought before the courts by the party seeking redress,
and if either party requests it, the national regulatory authorities shall co-ordinate their efforts in order to bring about a
resolution of the dispute, in accordance with the provisions set out in Article 8.
4. The procedure referred to in paragraph 2 shall not preclude either party from bringing an action before the courts.”
5.1.1

Definition of a cross-border dispute

There are two important elements in the text of article 21 to help define the cross-border nature of a dispute:
i)

7

The dispute must lie within the competence of NRAs from more than one Member State, which means that
where one single NRA can settle the problem (e.g. when a foreign operator is licensed in this Member State),
article 21 shall not apply. The fact that the litigation occurs between two companies originating from different
States is not sufficient.

Dispute resolution under the new EU Directives. A consultation by Oftel and the Radiocommunications Agency. Oftel. 4 November
2002. London.
8
See European Commission guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power (2002/C 165/0) and
recommendation on relevant product and service markets (2003/311/EC).
9
Directive 97/33/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council.
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ii)

5.1.2

Paragraph 2 allows the involved parties to refer the dispute to both NRAs concerned. It seems that “concerned”
should be taken as a synonym of “competent” mentioned in paragraph 1. Since the text does not specify on
which grounds the competence is based (territoriality, nationality of the company), one must conclude that the
solution of referring the case to both NRAs was adopted to deal with situations where there is an ambiguity
about the competence.
Qualification of the dispute

In order to achieve efficient co-operation between the NRAs, some legal prerequisites must be clarified. One of them is
the qualification of the dispute, which stems from the legal qualification of the relations between operators. In the case of
an interconnection agreement, most probably the contract will be of a commercial nature (as opposed to civil law). A
common understanding of this qualification is important to allow NRAs to apply similar rules when cooperating. The
nature of the settlement decision taken by the NRA, on the other hand, is crucial for determining the right appeal
procedure against this decision. Almost all countries consider the settlement decision as an administrative one, pursuant
to general administrative laws or sector-specific laws, or a combination of both.
5.1.3

Co-operation between NRAs during the investigation phase

Co-operation is an obligation stemming from article 21, paragraph 2.
In any dispute settlement action, the NRA receives a complaint describing, in sufficient details, the reasons for the
dispute. The NRA must then carry out a verification of the facts, that leads first to the acceptance (or the refusal) of the
complaint, and then to the forming of an opinion on the compliance of the defendant with the provisions of the directives
and national regulations. Hearings may complement the investigation. This procedure is roughly similar in all Member
States, as shown by the 2001 survey.
In the case of a cross-border dispute, the plaintiff will communicate the grounds for its complaint to both NRAs
concerned, and the collection of information will normally necessitate investigations in the two countries. When doing so,
the two NRAs would have to define jointly what information is relevant, and which further investigations are needed
(auditing of accounts, for instance), and would exchange the collected data.
5.1.4

The resolution of the dispute and the enforcement of the decision

To envisage the settlement of a cross-border dispute, several options are open:
i)

Joint competence of both NRAs, which would result in setting up procedures to achieve common deliberations
on the cases.

ii)

Competence of only one NRA, if article 21 of the EU new framework directive is interpreted as creating a mere
obligation of co-operation, leaving the final decision to one NRA. The question is to decide which of the NRAs
is competent the NRA of the plaintiff’s country or the NRA of the defendant’s country.

This question is linked to the problem of enforcement of the decision.
The binding nature of the decision, envisaged in both cases, might imply legal difficulties. If the decision is a joint one,
will it be considered as two identical national decisions or as a new kind of decision? If the decision is made by one NRA
only, how can it produce effects in another country?
5.1.5

Right of appeal

The right of appeal against NRAs’ decisions is clearly enshrined in the Framework Directive. There is no reason to except
cross-border dispute settlement decisions from this general right.
The results of the appeal procedures are not dealt with in the Directive. Given the tight relationship between the process
of a cross-border dispute settlement and the exercise of the right of appeal, it is necessary to study the different issues
raised by appeals, in order to propose a coherent solution.
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6

6.1

THE DIFFERENT MARKET SITUATIONS IN CEPT COUNTRIES

Competitive markets in CEPT countries - Members of the European Union

Interconnection is vital to effective competition in the telecommunications market. The European Union Interconnection
Directive,10 which has been in operation since 1st January 1998, was aimed to secure a harmonised framework for
interconnection based on reciprocal rights and obligations.
The Interconnection Directive required Member States to impose rights to obtain and obligations to provide
interconnection on operators and service providers. Organisations with significant market power are subject to additional
obligations. The incumbent operator is required to meet all reasonable access requests from other operators. Additionally,
the incumbent operator is required to offer access at points other than the network termination, points available to
everyone, and to offer cost-orientated rates for interconnection. Interconnection should be offered on a non-discriminatory
and transparent basis in European Union.
This EU Directive had a fundamental impact on the telecommunications market in EU countries.
The former EU Interconnection Directive created basic conditions for competition on the market to emerge. The new EU
framework, which entered into force on 24 April 2002, 11 is more focused on competition law and analyses of the
market12. The regulatory constraints will be limited to areas where the market fails to provide effective competition.
The EU Member States were obligated to implement the new directives at midnight of the 24 July 2003, 15 months after
entry into force, and one of the most difficult issues is the implementation of the directives into the various legal cultures
of the Member States. This is highlighted in legal terms by the differences between EU countries with a civil code and
those with a common law system, and the different traditions of public administrative law. Even where the sector-specific
regulation directives are duly implemented there will still be a difference of terminology and interpretation between the
national sector-specific regulation and national competition laws concerning market regulation issues.
6.2

Partly competitive markets in CEPT countries – European Union Enlargement or non EU Members

These countries are in the middle of the liberalisation process. The requirements for consistency concerning the EU
regulation throughout Europe demand a rapid regulatory process, via the former EU interconnection directive to the new
EU framework13. These countries will have to face all the challenges of the EU countries and resolve the complex
regulatory processes, in an extremely short time frame. The regulatory processes and the market developments will be at
various stages, in different countries, at the same time. In addition, the frequent changes in the legal framework might
create uncertainty for the market players and increase the numbers of disputes.
6.3

Monopolistic markets in CEPT countries - Non European Union Members

The liberalisation processes take place in the telecommunications sector globally, and several CEPT countries outside the
EU have started the regulatory process towards a competitive telecommunications market. The independent NRAs14
emerge as new governmental organisations in order to handle the process towards the liberalised market. The decisions of
and the procedures used by regulators shall be impartial with respect to all market players.
The liberalisation process will be more unpredictable as globalisation and the impact from regulation and market pressure
from competitive markets will increase.
In some of the CEPT markets the future telecommunications developments will be more predictable and to a greater
extent follow the traditional jurisdiction, and remain, somewhat, monopolistic during a period of time. However, the
globalisation of the markets will have an increased impact.

10

Interconnection Directive (97/33/EC). The proposed changes were to be in place by 31 December 1997.
Publication in the Official Journal of the European Community
12
See the European Commission guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power under the Community
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services. Brussels 2002
13
Information concerning the implementation in future EU countries, by Mr Peter Scott, Head of Unit in DG Information Society,
European Commission, at the ECTA Regulatory Conference, in Brussels December 2002.
14
The WTO Reference Paper on regulatory principles, which is aimed to clarify and amplify some of the basic principles
of the GATS, defines an independent regulator as a body that is separated from, and not accountable to, any supplier of basic
telecommunications services.
11
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7

THE MARKET EVOLUTION - THE CONVERGENCE

In the light of convergence15 the sector-specific regulation relating to other sectors, particularly broadcasting and media,
may cause jurisdictional complexity in the telecommunications sector. As more and more telecommunications
organisations operate in related markets, traditionally regulated under different regimes, the potential for conflict of
regulatory measures becomes greater thereby complicating any dispute resolution process.
The nature of conflicts is changing as the market develops. Some issues, such as cost allocation and the number of
interconnection points are less considered, whereas questions relative to performance standards, to information exchange
procedures, to direct measures of quality and to the nature of ex-post dispute resolution devices to be implemented
become more and more important.16
In the context of rapid technological and regulatory changes, the property rights of the incumbent are necessarily defined
with little precision. The ex-ante regulation in a dynamic market environment is a limited tool of regulation as the current
allocation of property rights is constrained by past investment and past regulation. This might raise the contracting costs,
and create opportunities for operators to increase their engagement in lobbying of the regulators and seeking more
"privacy" in the dispute resolution processes.
"In some circumstances, it is possible that a dispute between the parties, particularly one which involves matters of
interpretation of their obligations, can be resolved by means of lobbying to an appropriate person within the government
or regulatory regime for their view. The government views may be powerful and result in a resolution of the dispute but
one disadvantage is that the parties may lose control over the process if the dispute becomes of particular political
interest."17
It is likely that the future profound and rapid changes in the environment of interconnection agreements will increase the
requirement for ex-post regulation and place interconnection Disputes Settlement Procedures more in the focus of the
regulatory process.
8

THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND PRIVATE SECTOR CONCERNS

NRAs are required to act in the public interest to secure adequate interconnection services for the ultimate benefit of
telecommunications users, and the interconnection disputes will fall to NRAs to resolve. The NRA intervenes in the
unappreciable dynamic market and in order to obtain the aimed results different legislation might be applicable.
The industry expresses in general strong concerns regarding variations in national legislation. The harmonised European
Union telecommunications sector theoretically deals with the same principles throughout the European Union, but in
reality these are interpreted slightly differently in each Member State under the principle of subsidiarity. In addition, the
different substantive rules in the different national sector specific rules and the competition rules may create an unclear
situation. Overlapping responsibilities between the different national regulatory authorities, and differences between
national legislation may complicate the dispute resolution processes and create an unpredictable environment for market
players.
"Clear, predictable, and transparent legal rules on jurisdiction are crucial to the growth of electronic commerce on a
global scale. Without jurisdictional rules that make sense for businesses, growth of electronic commerce will encounter
legal barriers and retard economic benefits to all societies. Equally important is the issue of consumer protection and
remedy mechanisms that are critical to build consumer confidence in using the electronic medium for purchasing goods
and services."18
A detailed definition of a successful dispute resolution process might differ between the various actors involved.
However, all organisations active in the telecommunications sector would probably be able to express an opinion with
regard to the following requirements for any dispute resolution mechanism:19

15

See the European Commissions Green paper on convergence between the telecommunication, media and IT sector and
the implication for regulation, COM (97) 623 final, 03.12.97.
16

Inventory of Procedures for Interconnection Disputes: Sweden, Great Britain and the United States. De Vlaam, de Bruijn &
Heuvelhof. School of Systems Engineering, Policy Analysis and Management, of Delft University of Technology.1997.
17
Page 40. Interconnection Disputes Settlements in the European Telecommunications Industry and its effects on the European
Institutions and Regulatory Environment. ETP WG/DR-Final Version. Report 2000. ETP(00)030.
18
Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce (GBDe), Jurisdiction, September 13th 1999.
19
See page 2 of the BIAC, Annual Report 1996; “The BIAC and OECD”.
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1. Time: A solution should be found in a very short timeframe, sometimes within a few weeks. Uncertainty affects
investment decisions and delay increases the cost.
2. Effectiveness: Solutions must operate within commercial and regulatory constraints. The solutions should be fair and
independent, comprehensible and predictable.
3. Expert knowledge: The problems posed by the operation of a telecommunications service or infrastructure are
sufficiently specific to require deep knowledge of technical, economic, financial, regulatory, and legal issues on the part
of the dispute resolvers, particularly judges, arbitrators, and mediators. Dispute resolvers should be familiar with the basic
understanding of telecommunications technologies systems and operations.
4. Confidentiality: For various reasons, parties may wish to keep the fact that they are in dispute, and the details of that
dispute, private and confidential, especially if it concerns trade secrets or price-sensitive information.
5. Cost: The administrative cost involved in resolving a dispute through arbitration or ADR is in general below the cost
of conventional proceedings regarding the governmental budget. However, an ADR process might be more costly than
conventional proceedings such as DRSP or court case concerning the other parties involved.
9

METHODS FOR DISPUTE AVOIDANCE - DISPUTE PREVENTION

It might be that both the industry and the public interest, represented by NRAs, are often of the same opinion: the ideal
situation is to avoid disputes entirely20.
The best way to handle dispute resolution within the telecommunications industry is to avoid disputes arising in the first
place. That can sometimes be a question of luck, but more often it is a matter of careful planning at the outset of any
project. Time invested at the beginning in identifying possible areas of dispute and creating systems to help avoid or
minimise those disputes is time well spent. Anyone who has been through a dispute process will be aware that even the
most efficient methods of dispute resolution are expensive and often take up considerable management resources
(especially that most valuable resource - time).
9.1

Anticipating Contract Guidelines

If a contract clearly designates the rights and obligations of the parties, then there is less scope for disagreement to arise
in the course of a project. Particular attention should be given to deadlines and timing generally as well as the criteria for
measuring the performance of particular obligations, especially where the performance of an obligation gives rise to a
corresponding obligation on the part of another party, for example, payment. When drafting any clause in a contract that
requires another party to perform a particular obligation, attention should always be given to the possible scenarios if
something goes wrong. Creative thinking about what might then happen can enable the parties to pre-empt such disputes
and provide for what to do in the event of problems arising in the contract itself, thereby avoiding the need to resort to
any method of dispute resolution.
9.2

Partnering

Partnering is not a dispute resolution procedure but a dispute prevention process through which business associates
redefine their working relationship in the contractual documentation so that, as far as possible, they collaborate as a team
rather than work solely in what they may see as their own separate interests.
A partnering process is intended to help parties involved in major projects or high-stakes business relationships to
establish working relations based on open communication, teamwork, shared risks and rewards and collaborative
decision-making. While the goal of a partnering relationship is that business should be conducted in a way that maximises
efficiency, harmony, and quality, “partners” also recognise that disputes are inevitable in any working relationship. Thus,
the partnering process also encourages agreement over innovative and efficient ways to resolve conflict. Partnering seeks
to resolve such conflicts as quickly, amicably and creatively as possible so that business can continue.
The partnering agreement is generally distinct and separate from the business contract although the latter may have some
collaborative aspect. The partnering agreement should state:
− what the partnering relationship hopes to achieve in terms of behavioural attitudes to matters such as improved
project cost, programme and quality, teamwork, and open communication;
− a time-frame and process for selecting a neutral facilitator;
20

See “Inventory of Dispute Resolution Mechanisms: What are the choices for the telecommunications sector?” ETP (98)107, Brussels
1998.
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−
−
9.3

a dispute resolution procedure complementary to the business contract; and
site and time-frame for participation in a partnering “retreat” and who will participate in the retreat.
Facilitator

In addition to offering independence and neutrality, the facilitator should be an expert in group dynamics and team
building, and should have knowledge of the industry involved. Therefore, in a telecommunications project, he or she
should understand the industry.
Like a mediator, the facilitator should not express opinions on the issues being discussed or suggest solutions. He or she
is there to promote respect, trust and innovative thinking so that the participants themselves can take decisions that are in
the common interests of the team and that promote the goals of the project.
10

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

When a genuine disagreement arises between the parties, then it is often helpful to resort to methods of alternative dispute
resolution (ADR), at least in the first instance before resorting to a binding adversarial method of dispute resolution such
as litigation or arbitration.
ADR techniques are designed to ensure that the parties can continue to work together notwithstanding the fact that they
are in dispute. This is particularly the case with disputes arising in the course of the project such as a long-term
infrastructure project. Some of the more common methods are described below.
10.1

Arbitration21

Arbitration is a private alternative to court litigation. It is a binding dispute resolution procedure in which a tribunal issues
a ruling known as an award. The parties are often represented by lawyers who argue their clients’ cases before the
tribunal which may comprise a single arbitrator or a panel of arbitrators, usually three. The arbitrators are often appointed
by the parties themselves and may be chosen for their particular expertise, often legal or technical. The tribunal is
expected to behave “judicially” and will determine the rights and liabilities of the parties on the issues put to it, in
accordance with “natural justice” principles.
Parties usually choose to go to arbitration by placing an arbitration clause in their contract: The effect of such a clause, if
valid, is to take the substantive dispute out of the courts’ jurisdiction. Arbitration is of particular importance in the
international context, since arbitral awards are enforceable in a large number of different countries under the provisions of
the New York Convention.
10.2

Expert Determination22

Expert determination is a voluntary process in which a neutral third party, who is usually an expert in the field in which
the dispute arises, gives a binding determination on the issues in dispute.
A dispute may be referred to expert determination either by means of a term in a pre-existing agreement or on an ad hoc
basis. Unlike an arbitrator, an expert has no obligation to act judicially, although he or she must act fairly. The expert is
often asked to resolve key issues of fact, rather than to determine the parties’ legal rights and liabilities. The expert’s
decision is generally able to challenge only on very limited grounds. Unlike in arbitration, an expert’s decision is not
enforceable under any treaty.
10.3

Management review

This technique involves the parties putting their claims before a panel of senior members of management of each party
(usually those who have been nominated by agreement before the dispute has arisen) to see if the dispute can be resolved
amicably by management.

21
22

Definition based on ETP (00)030 Annex D
Definition based on (00)030 Annex D
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10.4

Facilitated negotiation

A neutral facilitator may be brought in from outside the project to help the parties to try and resolve their dispute. In the
classic understanding of what a facilitator is, he is not normally someone who will evaluate the strength of the parties’
position but rather it would be somebody who will attempt to focus on the interests of the parties. Where the parties have
engaged in a partnering process, the facilitator will already be known to the parties and will be an integral part of the
project team. Where a wholly independent person is brought in to try to solve a particular dispute which has arisen, he
will generally be acting as mediator.
10.5

Mediation

Mediation is negotiation facilitated by the introduction into the dispute of a neutral intermediary. Two or more parties
meet with a neutral third party, who guides the negotiation process, advising and listening to all sides, and helps the
parties arrive at a settlement. Unless or until encapsulated in a formal agreement, a mediated settlement is non-binding. If
any party to the dispute is not satisfied with the outcome, that party may opt not to sign a settlement agreement and may
proceed to another form of dispute resolution procedure.
Mediation can be tailored to a specific situation, the process is private and confidential and, since the goal of mediation is
problem-solving, it is often successful in preserving working relationships. In general, except perhaps in the USA and
some European countries, ADR is in practice equated with mediation.
Mediation is one of the most informal dispute resolution procedures. The process is completely flexible and negotiable by
the parties and any party may walk out at any time.
The mediation process is usually said to be voluntary, but it is increasingly common for those with business relationships
to include dispute resolution clauses in their commercial contracts, stipulating that mediation is to be attempted first in the
event of a dispute. In some jurisdictions mediation is also increasingly being encouraged or mandated by the courts.
Mediation is best suited to disputes in which:
− a negotiated settlement is desired
− there is no requirement to set a legal precedent or example
− the parties wish to keep the proceedings confidential
− tension and emotions are impeding communication
− time and/or costs are a concern
− the disputants desire or need to maintain relations and
− there are commercial matters at issue which are more significant than the strictly legal position.
Because mediation is a process in which the parties control the outcome, it is more likely that a working relationship will
survive mediation than it will litigation or arbitration.
11

DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS

11.1

The Role of Public Administrations

The role of the regulator in the dispute resolution might be one or both of the following:
i)
Mediator / conciliator, a neutral part in order to facilitate the contractual negotiations. As a neutral part the
NRA guides the negotiation process, advising and listening to all sides, and helps the parties arrive, if possible,
at a “win-win” settlement, or at best one which the parties can live with.
ii)

Regulatory interventionist, which determined constraints that might aver to one side in the dispute.

The problems posed by the operation of a telecommunications service or infrastructure are sufficiently specific to require
deep knowledge of technical, economic, financial, regulatory and legal issues on the part of the dispute resolvers,
particularly judges, arbitrators and mediators. The NRAs as dispute resolvers should be familiar with the basic
understanding of telecommunications technologies systems and operations.
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"The possibility that the regulatory agency will be staffed more or less completely by people who have spent their entire
careers in incumbent operators is a very real one, in the case of industry regulators."23
The communications business and the government regulation of it are inter-dependant processes which operate over time,
and the relative power of the important actors, both in the governments and in the various industries, are key ingredients
in the complex political process that results in the national competition policy in all countries.
11.2

Time Span and Organisation of the Process

The issues of the dispute resolution settlement process are here differentiated in three distinct time periods:

11.3
11.3.1

Before

The formal complaint or the request for dispute resolving is sent to the regulator. Whether there is e.g. a
certain minimum negotiation period, how to prove that required negotiations were conducted. Whether
the dispute is genuine and that the parties have seriously tried to find a solution on their own. Is the
NRA acting as conciliator, a neutral part to facilitate the negotiations? Investigations may also be
initiated by the NRA on its own initiative (pro-active role), the scope and when the NRA may intervene
and the intentions for this pro-active role.

During

The scope of the investigation, and the timeframes of the decision period. What are the enforcement
powers of the regulator in order to make a decision, and under what circumstances, e.g. can he impose a
new contract or just alter the proposed and negotiated one? To what extent may fines be imposed? The
form and organisation of the procedure, e.g. is a public consultation/hearing to be held? Which parties
have a right to make statements or intervene? The transparency of the information involved during the
process.

After

The NRAs enforcement power of the decision, and the rights to appeal. The impact of an eventual
appeal of the binding nature of the decision. The degree of transparency of the settled dispute.

Factors of importance in the process
Timescale for resolution

A solution should be found within an appropriate timeframe. Uncertainty affects investment decisions and delays increase
the economic impacts of the dispute. Additionally, suitable time has to be considered in order for the NRA to make an
appropriate investigation, including necessary consultations. A decision could be based on best information available at a
specific time, based on information which is specified in specific requirements for the information needed in the decisionmaking process.
11.3.2

Costs - Economic consequences

The economic consequences for the different parties involved in the dispute process and/or affected by its settlement
might have a profound impact on the incentive to enter a dispute and the development of the dispute process itself. Even
the parties which are only indirectly involved in the dispute might calculate costs or an economic benefit not only as a
result of the settlement of the dispute, but during the time in which the dispute is not finally settled.
“The essential problem with interference dispute resolution at the FCC is moral hazard. Incumbents are permitted to
oppose applications for new entry virtually without cost, imposing delays that deter competition. Regulatory proceedings
to protest interference form an “attractive nuisance” that existing operators inevitably use to fend off newcomers who
threaten to lower prices and steal market share.”24
It is important to note that many of the crucial factors, such as confidentiality, costs and the timeframe of the dispute
might have various economic impacts on the different parties directly or indirectly involved in the dispute.

23

Designing the Next Generation telecom Regulation: ICT Convergence or Multisector Utility. World Dialogue on Regulation.
Executive Summary on Draft Paper #0205, August 2002
24
Liberalizing US Spectrum allocation. Thomas W. Hazlett. Manhattan Institute for Policy Research. 9 November 2001. Published in
Telecommunications Policy 27 (2003) 485-499. See www.sciencedirect.com.
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11.3.3

Transparency - Confidentiality

As the market becomes more and more complex, the competitive advantage of obtaining valuable transactions-related
information increases, and complicates the necessary assembling of information in the dispute resolution process. The
parties involved in a dispute may wish to keep the fact that they are in dispute, and the details of that dispute, private and
confidential, especially if it concerns trade secrets or price-sensitive information.
11.3.4

Enforcement Mechanisms - Remedies

The regulatory tool to limit the number of disputes relating to interconnection and access to network, and the cost of
disputes through ex-ante regulation by modification of the allocation of property rights, restricting the incumbent's control
on essential resources, is a limited tool of regulation especially in a dynamic environment. Current allocation of property
rights is constrained by past investments and past regulations.
In general, where there is entrenched market power, sector specific regulation might be used to provide an ex ante
framework in which competition can emerge rather than relying solely on retrospective (i.e. ex post) action. However, as
competition develops on the market, competition law remedies may provide an effective solution and deterrent to further
anti-competitive practices and it may not therefore be necessary to impose the same ex ante obligations, or indeed any
such obligations. In addition, even where ex ante obligations have been imposed, it may be more appropriate to use
competition law to deal with any subsequent complaints.
The NRA develops definitions for when a remedy should be considered and how the remedy should be applied. Remedies
regarding a dominant operator might include the following: requirement to provide network access on reasonable request;
requirement not to unduly discriminate; requirement to publish a Reference Offer; requirement to notify prices; and
requirements concerning accounting separation.
11.3.5

Appeals

The impact of the NRA enforcement mechanisms of an appeal, and the final decision in last court instance concerning an
NRA resolution might be crucial regarding the incentive structures concerning disputes and in the end the overall result of
the sector specific regulation.
11.4

Learning by Resolving Disputes

"Abilities of institutions in charge of dispute resolution to learn from their activity are crucial. Their capacity to transmit
learning to rulemaking is even more crucial. The nature of informal and formal devices used for this purpose is
determining of regulation efficiency."25
In some countries, the main means through which learning is transmitted relies on the possibility for regulators to amend
the incumbent license. Information is shared among parties in forums composed of the different actors participating in
negotiations. From a dynamic point of view, efficiency might be increased if learning from dispute resolution can be
transmitted to the adaptation of incentive structures.

25

Incentive Structures and Dispute Resolution Devices in the Telecommunications Industry: United Kingdom, New Zealand and
United States. Buno Chaves. ATOM (Centre d'Analyse Théorique des Organisations et des Marchés - MSE - Université Paris) Paris
1999. See http://atom2.univ-paris1.fr/
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Part II. Country Specific Information
12

DETAILS OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES IN CEPT COUNTRIES

The information regarding conditions in CEPT countries presented below is based on the results of two questionnaires.
The first questionnaire on Interconnection Disputes Procedures was the outcome of a study initiated by the former
European Telecommunications Office (ETO). The study on interconnection disputes was transferred from the former
ETO to APRII at the Budapest meeting, in September 2001.
APRII restarted work on the study in 2002, as the Interconnection Disputes Procedures were thought to be of increased
interest. The original ETO questionnaire was revised in a second version, which was sent out in 2002. The questionnaires
are presented in Annex A, "ECC APRII (02)23R1 Questionnaire on dispute resolution Settlement Procedure", and Annex
B, "ECTRA-APRII 2001, Dispute Resolution Procedure, Questionnaire".
Twenty-six CEPT countries have responded to the combined questionnaires.
The individual national information reflects the situation as it stood on the 8th of July 2003. The accuracy of the
information concerning the individual national arrangements has been verified by the respective NRAs in a consultation
process during 2003.
The study covers more than half of the CEPT countries, including EU Member States, accession countries, applicants and
countries outside the EU. The study shows no visible pattern concerning the different features of the DRSP in relation to
the history of liberalisation, the earlier liberalised markets of the EU Member States versus the different stages of partly
competitive markets in non-EU Member States, some of whom have recently started the process towards a liberalised
telecommunications markets.
However, the new EU framework focus on competition law might transfer the authority of the DRSP from the NRA to
the NCA. The situation in Belgium where competence regarding dispute resolution is divided between the NRA and the
Competition Council (NCA) might be the future situation in several countries.
12.1

Applicable Legislation and Competence

The NRAs are in general competent to deal with disputes concerning interconnection and access between operators and,
in a few countries, also between end users and operator. The legislation applicable on a dispute resolution procedure is in
general a combination of sector specific regulation and general administrative laws.
Besides the directly applicable legislation of the process by sector specific regulation or general administrative laws, there
is other legislation covering areas such as privacy, confidentiality of commercial, industrial or personal data and access to
public administration documents which have an impact on the DRSP. See below “12.7 Access - Transparency of the
Process” and “12.10 Publication of the Result of the Resolution”.
In Belgium, competence regarding dispute resolution is divided between the NRA and the Competition Council (NCA).
The NCA is the authority concerning the dispute resolution settlement process and the NRA is competent concerning
conciliation. If the case involves a request for interconnection from a new operator on the market, the NRA has the
authority to decide, for example, the timeframe for finalisation of the negotiations, whether the request is reasonable and
the conditions for the agreement. This situation is not considered as an interconnection dispute in the absence of an
interconnection agreement. These principles are in general laid down in a sector specific regulation. Certain elements of
the procedure before the Competition Council might be found under the General Competition Law.
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Legislation applicable on a dispute resolution procedure
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy*
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Moldova
The Netherlands
Norway*
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak Republic
Spain*
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom*

Sector Specific
Regulation

General Administrative
law

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Other legislation
applicable
General Competition Law

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Law no. 249/97

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04.

Licence
Licence
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12.2

Initiation of the Procedure

The procedure is in general initiated after a written request is submitted to the NRA by one of the parties. In Belgium the
request should be presented at the Competition Council Registry.
The NRA may take a pro-active role and initiate the procedure. This is the case in 50% of the CEPT countries according
to the answers received.

Country

At the request of
one party

Austria
Belgium

X
X

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy*
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Moldova
The Netherlands
Norway*
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak Republic

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Spain*
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom*

X
X
X
X
X

Initiated by NRA

X26

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Prerequisite to exhaust the possibility of
voluntary agreements and minimum time
of previous negotiations between the parties
six weeks
no defined timeframe (no requirements
concerning conciliation by NRA)
two months
six weeks ,disputes regarding interconnection
90 days, disputes regarding interconnection
three months
no defined time frame
one month
no defined time frame
no defined time frame
three months (refuse to interconnect)
30 days
no defined time frame
NRA conciliation period of 3-6 months
90 days

X
no defined time frame
three months from the day of delivery of the
first agreement proposal
X
X
X

three months
three months

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04

12.3

Rectification

If the request for intervention from the NRA does not comply with the legal requirements, it is in general possible to
rectify the application or to supplement the request with additional information. However, in Norway and Portugal this
procedure is not foreseen.

26

The NCA has in general the authority concerning disputes. The NRA in Belgium may intervene at its own initiative, in
cases where a new operator on the market formulates an interconnection request to another operator.
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Country

Austria
Belgium27
Bulgaria

Possibility to
rectify a
request for
intervention
X

The NRA may request rectification or supplementation

Not specified
X

Not specified
The NRA requires and sets the terms for the
rectification
The NRA requires rectification or supplementation
The NRA requires rectification or supplementation
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
No legal requirement for the request for intervention
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
No procedural rules have been set
The NRA may request additional information
The NRA invites the complainant to re-submit the
request if it is legally unfounded.
No procedural rule on formal rectification is foreseen.
The parties are obligated to present additional or
modifications of information to the NRA.
After fulfilment of all necessary legal requirements.
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
The Dispute Resolution Commission may request
rectification or supplementation.

Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland

X
X
X
X

Hungary
Iceland

X
X

Ireland

X

Italy*

X

Latvia

X

Lithuania

X

Malta
Moldova

Not foreseen
X

The Netherlands
Norway*
Poland

X
Not foreseen
X

Portugal

Not foreseen

Romania
Slovak Republic
Spain*

X
X
X

Sweden

X

Switzerland

X

Turkey
United Kingdom*

Legal requirements

X
Not specified

The NRA may request supplementation
The complainant may intervene with additional
information at any time in the process. The NRA may
request any relevant additional data.
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
On request of the President of the OTR the parties shall
submit their positions on divergences and documents
for the case to be considered in 14 days.
Fix telephone service: On request from the NRA
information has to be available within 10 days.
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
The CMT request rectification before the official
opening of the procedure, if the request for intervention
does not fulfil legal requirements.
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
There are no specific legal requirements.
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
No formal requirements
The NRA may request rectification or supplementation
Not specified

Time limits

Not specified

set by the NRA

set by the NRA

set by the Dispute
Resolution
Commission

set by the NRA
14 days

set by the NRA
10 days

Not specified

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
12.4

Initiation of the Administrative Procedure

The NRAs are obligated, with only a few exceptions, to send out an official notification concerning the initiation of the
dispute resolution process. The receivers of this mandatory official notification are divided into three different categories
of affected parties concerning the dispute resolution:
i
Directly involved parties
ii
Parties that are directly affected by a decision in the case
iii The market in general is affected.
27

No Case Law was available in Belgium by the date of this Report.
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In most cases, it is mandatory to send an official notification of the initiation of the procedure only to the parties directly
involved in the case. The complainant and the respondent are in general considered to be the parties directly involved.
These directly involved parties, complainant and respondent, could be defined as legal or natural persons who are
specified in the application for intervention to the NRA. This is applicable for example in Lithuania and Hungary. In
other countries it is not obligated to specify the parties directly involved in the application. The parties directly involved
are identified by other means, such as parties whom the NRA considers to be directly involved and must be asked for
their response to the issues raised in the application.
It is mandatory for the NRAs in some countries to first clarify the scope of the dispute and then officially notify all of the
parties that would be affected by a decision. In the UK, for example, all operators on the market are considered affected
by a decision if the case involves the incumbent. In the Czech Republic an affected party whom the NRA is obligated to
notify could also be a legal or natural person who declares that its rights, duties and legally protected interest could be
affected by the decision until the contrary is proved.
In Ireland, for example, this first consideration by the NRA of the scope of the dispute might result in a public
notification, if the case is considered to be of a public interest. This is the situation for all cases that involve consumers in
the UK.

To whom is the official notification sent
Notification of
the initiated
procedure is
mandatory
Austria
Belgium

Directly involved partiescomplainant & respondent

Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary

Iceland
Ireland1

Italy*
Latvia

A dispute that may
affect the market in
general

A registered letter is sent to the
respondent.
The form of the notification is
not specified
A registered letter is sent to all the
parties involved.

Bulgaria
Croatia

Other affected parties-directly
affected by a decision

An official letter is sent to the
parties directly involved.
A formal letter is sent to the
parties directly involved, who
are specified in the application.
A registered letter is sent to the
parties directly involved.
Not specified
A formal letter is sent to the
parties directly involved, who
are specified in the application.
Relevant documents are
attached
A formal letter is sent to the
parties directly involved
A request for response, within
14 days, to the issue raised by
the complainant will be sent to
the respondent.
A notification is sent out within
10 days of the presentation of
the request for intervention.

All parties considered to be
involved will be notified

Not specified

Not specified

All parties considered to be
involved will be notified.

A summary of the
dispute may be published
on the website.

An official letter is sent out to the
parties directly involved, and to
other affected parities.
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To whom is the official notification sent
Notification of
the initiated
procedure is
mandatory
Lithuania

Malta

Moldova
The Netherlands

Directly involved partiescomplainant & respondent

Portugal
Romania

A request for comments, with
relevant documents attached, or a
letter which states the complaints'
standpoint.
A notification including
information regarding the case
is sent to the respondent.
A registered letter is sent out.
A request for response to the
issue raised by the complainant
will be sent to the respondent.
All the documents provided by
the complainant are attached.
A registered letter is sent out to
the parties directly involved and
to parties aggrieved by a decision.
A notification is carried out
within ten days after the date of
initiation.

Slovak Republic
Spain*
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United
Kingdom*

A dispute that may
affect the market in
general

Dispute Resolution Commission
sends a copy of the application
together with annexes to the
defendant specified in the
application.
A letter, email or facsimile
(subject to notification request)
is sent to the parties directly
involved.
Not specified
A registered letter is sent to the
parties directly involved.

Norway*

Poland

Other affected parties-directly
affected by a decision

The respondent is notified the
request for dispute resolution.
A letter is sent to the respondent
with the application attached.
A formal letter is sent to the
parties.
A copy of the determination
request is sent to the respondent
immediately upon receiving an
application.

The initiation of the
procedure is published.

Not specified

Not specified

Other interested will be notified
later.

A dispute involving the
incumbent. In certain
cases the consumers may
be considered to be
involved.

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
1) The NRA decides within 10 days of receipt of complaint if the dispute is considered to affect other parties or the
market in general. If this is the case, the NRA identifies the parties involved and invites comments from these
parties within 14 days.
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12.5

Investigation Procedure

The parties involved in a dispute are in general given the opportunity to submit documents and other relevant
information regarding the case up until the date of the issuing of the final determination. The parties may intervene
with arguments of substantial matters in the case even after a decision is issued by the NRA, as the decision might
be revised. This is the case in Moldova and Bulgaria for example.
In Lithuania new evidence may be supplied until the Dispute Resolution Commission decides to begin the hearing
process, and arguments may be put forward until the end of these hearings.
Documentation or evidence in the form of testimony, expert opinions, inspections etc. to support a claim outlined in
the complaint are used in the investigation procedure. The NRA has in general a possibility to request any
information necessary, or to make inspections, such as visiting an organisation's premises, in order to clarify a
situation.
In Belgium the case is investigated both by a member of the NRA and a member of the Competition Service, the
investigation body of the Competition Council (NCA).

Does the NRA have inspection capacity?
Country

Yes

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy*
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Moldova
The Netherlands
Norway*
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak Republic
Spain*
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom*

X
X
X
X
X

No

X
X
X1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X2

X
X
X
X
Not specified
X
X
X
X

X
Not specified

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
1) The NRA in Hungary has a limited inspection capacity.
2) No inspection capacity in case of disputes in the Netherlands.
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12.6

Consultation and Reports regarding other Bodies

The most common situation is that the NRA is not obligated to consult any specific body before issuing a decision.
However, there might be some consultations needed before a decision could be taken, and which body to consult
and the specific forms of the consultations are in general decided by the NRA on a case by case basis.
The Norwegian NRA and National Competition Authority (NCA) have established an informal procedure regarding
cases concerning competition matters. When the case subject to a dispute resolution concerns competition questions,
the NRA contacts the NCA in order to reach an agreement regarding the appropriate administrative procedure. The
aim is to avoid a situation where both authorities handle the same case at the same time. The procedure is the normal
practice and in general used; however, it is not mandatory. Iceland has also an informal procedure established
concerning the cooperation between the NRA and NCA regarding disputes.
In Belgium, it is mandatory to consult the NRA, as the NCA is the authority concerning disputes.

A consultation
procedure is

The National Competition Authority

mandatory

Other bodies
Belgium (NRA)
Bulgaria (Special cases of interest for the
national security and defence)

Denmark (Decisions concerning competition
regulation)
Hungary (Decisions on SMP identification and
approval of RIO's)
The Netherlands ( Special cases, both NRA
and NCA involved)
Spain* (The CMT is legally entitled to a report from any body which is necessary for the correct
resolution of the dispute).
Switzerland (Cases concerning market
Switzerland (The price control authority)
dominance)

not mandatory

Austria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Finland
Iceland (An informal procedure is established between the NRA and the NCA)
Ireland
Italy*
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Moldova (In cases regarding competition issues the NRA consults the Competition Authority)
Norway* (An informal procedure is established between the NRA and the NCA).
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak Republic
Sweden
Turkey
United Kingdom*

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04.
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12.7

Access to Information- Transparency of the Process

The transparency of the process concerning the information assembled in a dispute resolution varies between the
different CEPT countries. Five levels of transparency in an ascending pattern could be identified, from publicly open
and published on the NRA web page to restricted and accessible for the NRA only.
The concept of confidentiality is addressed, and definitions are presented in almost all of the answers. Italy is the
only country that does not refer to any specific jurisdiction or common practice concerning confidentiality.
Three general types of confidential information in a dispute resolution case could be identified in the answers:
i)
Personal data, information covered by national legislation regarding privacy, data protection laws, etc.
ii) Information that might have an impact on the national state security.
iii) Commercial or industrial confidential information.
In Belgium the President of the Competition Council determinates the confidential nature of the documents
involved.
The NRAs have, with some exceptions (Czech Republic, Croatia, and Latvia), the authority to finally confirm the
confidentiality of the information. In Croatia the parties which have submitted the information have the right to
decide if the information should be confidential. In the Czech Republic trade secrets are confirmed by a court
decision only, if this information is claimed to be open. In several countries such as Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Switzerland and Romania, the parties may outline any information as confidential. However, the NRA makes the
final decision concerning confidentiality and may override this request. In Ireland the NRA is also obligated to
identify confidential material which the compliant or the respondent might have failed to notice or omitted.
In Norway the access to information regarding dispute resolutions, with the exception of conciliation cases, is
handled primarily under "The Public Administration Act" and "The Freedom of Information Act". These acts state
that all documents of a public office in general are publicly accessible. However, the NRA has the authority to
decide that certain information is confidential and outside the scope of these laws. Denmark, Finland, Iceland and
Sweden have a similar jurisdiction.
In Portugal the question of confidentiality is based on the classification of the documents as "nominative" or "nonnominative". The nominative documents contain personal data regarding individuals.
Information concerning the status of the draft determination is missing for Italy, Norway, Spain, and United
Kingdom.

Access to the information of the procedures, such as documents and the draft determination.
Country

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

only the NRA

the parties involved

third party upon
request/ or the right to
be informed

public information

Austria

the draft
determination

information of the
procedure

Belgium

the draft
determination

Bulgaria

the draft
determination
the draft
determination
the draft
determination
the draft
determination

information of the
procedure described in
an investigation report,
complete files on
request
information of the
procedure
information of the
procedure
information of the
procedure

Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark

decisions of
fundamental
significance
decisions

decisions
decisions

all information of a
public administrative
procedure

decisions on price
regulation
decisions
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Country

Closed
only the NRA

Finland

the draft
determination

Hungary

the draft
determination
the draft
determination

Iceland

Closed
the parties involved

all information of a
public administrative
procedure
information of the
procedure the draft
determination included

Italy*

information of the
procedure
information of the
procedure
Information of the
procedure if
confidentiality is
requested by the parties
information of the
procedure
the draft determination

Lithuania

Malta
Moldova
The Netherlands

the draft
determination
the draft
determination
the draft
determination
information of the
procedure
draft determination

the draft
determination

Portugal

the draft
determination

Romania
Slovak Republic

the draft
determination

Spain*
Sweden

the draft
determination

decisions
information of the
procedure decisions
included

decisions
information of the
procedure

a public version of
the decisions
information of the
procedure
decisions

nominative documents
after authorisation by
the concerned party

non-nominative
information of the
procedure
decisions

information of the
procedure the draft
determination included
information of the
procedure decisions
included
information of the
procedure the draft
determination included
information of the
procedure

decisions on price
regulation and SMP
decisions
information of the
procedure to a certain
extent

information of the
procedure
information of the
Turkey
procedure
information of the
United Kingdom*
procedure
* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
Switzerland

the draft
determination
the draft
determination

information of the
procedure decisions
included
nominative documents
by request to the party

decisions
decision and
summary of the
dispute, initiation
note when the
dispute is of general
interest.
decisions

Norway*
Poland

Open
public information
information of the
procedure decisions
included
decisions

information of the
procedure

Ireland

Latvia

Open
third party upon
request/ or the right to
be informed

decisions

decisions
decisions
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Certain information (see definitions above) of the procedure in the two categories "Open-public information" and
“Open- third party upon request/ or the right to be informed “, and the category "Closed-the parties involved", are
restricted and subject to national jurisdiction concerning confidentiality.
12.8

Hearing Procedure and Proposal of Resolution

The transparency concerning the hearing procedure is in general limited to the parties involved in the dispute
settlement procedure. In some countries, the parties involved have an opportunity to influence the transparency of
the procedure. In Moldova the hearing procedure is open to the public if the parties involved agree. In Lithuania and
the Netherlands the procedure is generally an open hearing. However, the procedure will be closed upon request
from one or more of the parties involved.
The Hearing
procedure is

Closed
only for the parties involved

Mandatory

Belgium
Bulgaria
Denmark
Italy*
Finland
Hungary
Latvia (parties involved and other affected parties)
Lithuania (closed upon request from the parties)
Moldova
Norway* (opportunity for comments from the parties
invited by notification of the proposed decision)
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Switzerland (negotiations for the conciliation)

Practice

Open
to other than the parties involved

Lithuania
Moldova (open if agreed by the parties)
Norway* (cases concerning public
available information)

Austria
Croatia ( hearing procedures are decided
by the NRA, and are open to the public)
Iceland
Malta (the forms depends on the proceedings of the
case)
The Netherlands
Spain* (may be disregarded)
Slovak Republic 1

Czech Republic 1
Ireland 2
Sweden 3
Switzerland
United Kingdom*
Turkey
* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
1) NRA summon a hearing if it is considered necessary for the clarification of the case
2) Informal meetings may occur, before the final determination, at the request of the NRA the parties involved.
3) Meetings which are closed to the parties involved may occur.

Hearing
Procedure is not
used
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12.9

Resolution of the Dispute and the Possibility for Appeals

The period of time from the application is submitted until the resolution from the NRA.
There are in general specified requirements concerning the period of time from when the application is submitted
until the resolution has to be issued by the NRA.
The new EU framework requires that the NRA makes a decision within four months concerning an application
regarding dispute settlement.
Norway and Hungary seem to have the shortest timeframe regarding the resolution of disputes. However, the
Norwegian NRA could have been involved in a conciliation process for up to six months previous to when the
request for intervention was submitted by one of the parties.
The Belgium NCA has to issue a decision concerning a dispute within four months. The Belgium NRA has to
reconcile the parties in a conciliation process within one month following a request.

ten
weeks

three
months

four
months

135
days

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
1) Conciliations
2) Disputes concerning interconnection.

six months

Malta (general)
Switzerland

Italy*

two
months

Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Ireland
Latvia
Lithuania (general)
The Netherlands
Norway*1 (extended)
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom* Turkey

Iceland
Romania
Belgium
Sweden

60 days

Norway* 1 (normal)

six
Weeks

Austria (certain conditions)
Croatia 2

Austria

40
days

Bulgaria
Lithuania 2
Malta 2

Moldova

one
month

Czech Republic2
Poland
Hungary (specific cases)
Croatia (general) Slovak Republic

Norway *(Decision)
Hungary
Belgium1

The time limits in CEPT countries to resolve the procedure or to issue a decision.

no time
limit
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Appeal and Enforcement of NRA Decisions
The NRA decision may be subject to an appeal in all of the CEPT countries in the survey. The appeal is submitted in
the first instance, in general, to the NRA or the national court.
In Ireland a decision appealed to the NRA may at the same time be submitted as an appeal to the national court, as
the rights of the parties under an NRA internal appeals procedure are without prejudice to any right either party
possesses to appeal to the High Court. Iceland, Denmark and Malta have a special arrangement, in which appeals in
the first instance are under the authority of an Appeal Body.
The decisions of the Post- and Telecom Administration in Iceland are obligated to be handled by a special Appeal
Body before an appeal can be submitted to the national court. This Appeal Body is composed of three people
appointed by the Minister of Communication. The decisions of this Appeal Body are final at an administration level
only. The parties involved may submit an appeal concerning this decision to the national court, within six months
from the date when the decision of the Appeal Body was issued.
The lawsuit does not suspend the effects of the NRA decision during the appeal processes in many of the countries.
However, whether an appeal will suspend the compliance nature of a certain NRA decision depends in some
countries upon the specific circumstances of the decision itself. In Poland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania or Switzerland,
for example, the court (in Ireland the High Court) will decide whether an appealed decision of the NRA will
continue to be binding during the court process until the case is finally resolved.
In the Czech Republic it is the sector specific regulation that determines in which decisions the parties are compliant
and in which they are not.
The NRA has, with some exceptions, the authority to impose sanctions in the form of fines or other necessary
enforcement actions, such as license revocation regarding the respondent party of a decision. The NRAs in Austria,
Latvia, Italy and Sweden do not have this authority. However, in Sweden the decision is considered as a legal
contract between the parties. In cases of shortcomings by either party the other party may send a request for a
judgement summons to the national court.
The Irish NRA sends a “Warning Notice” one month prior to imposing a sanction. The NRA might publish this
“Warning Notice” when considered appropriate.
When a NRA decision is appealed, the national courts have, in general, the right to review both procedural matters
and factual issues. However, this review right might be limited concerning factual issues.
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Enforcement of NRA Decisions
Country

Binding NRA
decision suspended
by appeal
In
general

Austria
Belgium 2
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary

Court
decision
X

X

Appeal

X1
X

none
Fines and licence
revocation
fines or license revocation
fines
penalty sanctions

Court first
instance
X
X

Appeal
body

X
X

Review
right
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

X

interconnection

X
X
X
X

Ireland

X

Italy*
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta

X
X
X

X4
X

Moldova
X

The
Netherlands
Norway*

Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United
Kingdom*

NRA sanctions
of the non complainant
party
NRA first
instance

X
X
X

Iceland

Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak
Republic
Spain*

Binding NRA
decision
In general

X

X

6

X1
X

X
X5
X
X
X

X
X
X

issue of order & fines
conditional fine
fines & other necessary
enforcement actions
Fines or licence
revocation
amendment, suspension
or revocation of the
license, or other specific
measures
none
fines
fines
fines and suspension of
the license
suspension or revocation
of the license
penalty payment or fines
closure of network,
services, equipment, or
radio activity, or cessation
of marketing & fines
financial penalty
fines
administrative fines
order of execution of an
resolution & fines
withdrawal of license &
pecuniary fines
none
fines & financial penalty
administrative fines
a licence breach could be
subject to a court decision

X

yes
yes
yes

X

yes

X
X

X

X3

yes

X
X
X

yes
yes
yes
yes

X
X

yes

X
X

yes

X
X
X
X

yes
yes
yes
yes

X

yes
X

X
X

yes
yes
no
no

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04
1) In Austria and Poland the parties involved have the opportunity to agree on another resolution, which
then will override the binding NRA decision.
2) In Belgium the Competition Council (NCA) issues the dispute resolutions. The NRA has the authority
to execute the decisions of the NCA.
3) In Ireland the rights of the parties under a NRA internal appeals procedure are without prejudice to any
right either party possesses to appeal to the High Court.
4) On Malta the appellant may request the Appeals Board to suspend the NRAs decision.
5) In Norway and Spain the NRA or the court may defer the implementation of the decision until a final
decision has been made. If the execution of a decision is foreseen to cause serious damages the Spanish
NRA has the authority to suspend it.
6) The NRA decision in Portugal has the same executive strength as a first instance court sentence. The
NRA could proceed to juridical execution regarding the terms of the code of civil law.
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12.10 Publication of the Result of the Resolution
The NRAs are in general obligated to publish their decisions in an official bulletin or on the NRA website. In
Croatia, it is not mandatory for the NRA to publish its decisions. However, it is common practice that the NRA
publishes its decision in "the Official Gazette" and on the NRA website. In Ireland, a summary of the dispute and its
decision is publicly available at the NRAs website. The entire determination will only be made available to the
parties directly involved in the dispute.
In the Czech Republic, an individual decision regarding a dispute are not published. However, it is mandatory to
publish decisions concerning price regulation in the official bulletin and these decisions are also available on the
NRA web page.
Publication of the decision
The decision is
published

Available on the NRA
web site

mandatory

Austria

Published in official bulletin

Presented in other media
or not specified

Belgium (the Belgian State journal)
Bulgaria
Denmark
Iceland
Ireland (summary of the
dispute and the decision)
Italy*
Finland
Hungary

Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania (the resolution is published
upon decision of the Director of the
Communications Authority)

Moldova
Norway*
Romania
Spain*
United Kingdom*
not mandatory

Croatia

The Netherlands
Slovak Republic
(decisions on price
regulation and SMP are
published )
Sweden
Switzerland
Not published

Croatia (it is a common practice that
the NRA publishes its decision in the
official gazette and on the web page

Switzerland

Czech Republic
Malta
Poland
Portugal
Turkey

* Information from 2001, the former ETO Questionnaire, ECTRA-APII/01/04.

Switzerland
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CONCLUSION

As set out in the introduction, the main concern of the report, including the study, was to provide the regulatory
bodies in CEPT countries with both general information regarding disputes and resolution settlement procedures,
and country specific information concerning arrangements in other CEPT countries.
As a result of the study and the discussions within APRII during the work of this report, it has become clear that a
number of issues need to be addressed in order to facilitate further discussions regarding dispute resolution
settlement procedures (DRSP) and to present some guidelines concerning “best current practice. This further work
is based on the following conclusions.
In the context of the newly liberalised regulatory environment, disputes will probably arise more frequently between
incumbent operators and new entrants, between the new entrants themselves, and between operators and regulators
both on national and international level. Additionally, the nature of conflicts is changing as the market develops, and
the NRA has to regulate interconnection in a radically uncertain environment. Ongoing institutional changes,
technological developments, and digital convergence make the developments of the market environment uncertain
to predict, and the information needed in order to detect opportunistic behaviour might be limited or difficult to
collect. The value of transactions related information might complicate the necessary assembling of necessary
information. It is therefore of importance to ensure the transparency of processes and the possibility for the NRA to
assemble the information necessary for an appropriate resolution of upcoming disputes. The public access to
information concerning a dispute process and its resolution is also of great importance.
This implies the need for well-defined dispute resolution processes in order to resolve these more frequently arising
and increasingly complex disputes efficiently. The national procedures have also to adapt to global/regional trends
and the national DRSP has to be complemented with definite procedures on a regional and a global scale.
Considering the emerging global and dynamic market environment, the Authorities in charge of disputes, as the
parties involved, have to consider their abilities to learn from disputes, and efficiency might be increased if learning
from dispute resolution can be transmitted to the adaptation of the incentive structures.
In conclusion, when considering dispute prevention it is important to keep in mind that legislation and the dispute
settlement procedure are not the only issues that have to be addressed. The enforcement of the dispute settlement
resolutions and the means of tracking abuses of market power and anti-competitive behaviour, or abuse of consumer
rights should also be taken into account.
“There is no need to reinvent any wheels with respect to dispute resolution procedures and techniques. The real
challenge for policymakers in the public sector and for private sector experts in dispute resolution is, we firmly
believe, how best to adapt the wealth of experience with private dispute resolution to issues of public importance
and concern and how to create new and more effective incentives for cooperative behaviour among market
participants”28
14
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADR
APRII
ATOM
BIAC
CEPT
DG IV
DG XIII
DRSP
ECC
ECC PT4
ECTA
ETO
ETP
EC
EU
FCC
GATS
GBDe
ICT
ITU
ITU-D
NCA
NRA
OECD
ONP
RIO
SMP
WTO

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Accounting Principles and Regulatory Interconnection Issues
Centre d'Analyse Théorique des Organisations et des Marchés
The Business and Industry Advisory Committee
The European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
European Commission Directorate General for Competition
European Commission Directorate General for Telecommunications,
Information Market and Exploitation of Research
Dispute Resolution Settlement Procedure
Electronic Communications Committee
Electronic Communications Committee Project Team 4
European Competitive Telecommunications Association
European Telecommunications Office
European Telecommunications Platform
European Commission
European Union
Federal Communications Commission
General Agreement on Trade and Services
Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce
Information and Communication Technologies
International Telecommunications Union
International Telecommunications Union Telecommunication Development Bureau
National Competition Authority
National Regulatory Authority
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Open Network Provision
Reference Interconnection Offer
Significant Market Power
World Trade Organization
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ANNEX A
DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
ECTRA/APRII/01 Questionnaire
GENERAL ISSUES:
applicable legislation and competence
What rules guide the dispute resolution procedure by the NRA? Is the procedure ruled by General Administrative Law or
by sector specific regulation?
What sort of disputes is the NRA competent to deal with?

INITIATION OF THE PROCEDURE
How is the procedure initiated? At the request of a party or does the NRA have the power to start on its own initiative?
Is there any formal requirement for the validity of the request of NRA intervention?
Is it a prerequisite to exhaust the possibility of voluntary agreements before submitting a complaint before the NRA? If
so, how long should be the negotiations before having the opportunity to submit complaint before the regulator?
PRESENTATION OF DOCUMENTS
Where must the requests for intervention and communications of the interested parties be presented?
necessarily be presented at the NRAs Registry or may they be presented at any other official registry?

Must they

What sort of documents must be presented with the request of intervention to the NRA?
RECTIFICATION
If the request for intervention does not comply with the legal requirements, is it possible to rectify it later? When and
how?
In case of shortcomings in the text of the complaints lodged, must/may the NRA request further data or documentation
from the complainants?
Does the NRA appreciate its own competence to resolve the dispute?

INITIATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
Is the initiation of the procedure notified to every interested party?
How would you define "interested party"?
How is the notification carried out?
INTERIM MEASURES
Is it possible for the NRA to adopt provisional measures if considered necessary to guarantee the effects of the final
resolution?
Are the interim measures only adopted upon the request of the complainant? Or may the NRA act on its own initiative?
PROOF PERIOD
Is there a "proof period" within the dispute resolution procedure? If so, how long is this period?
What type of proofs/tests may be carried out? Does the NRA have inspection capacity?
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REPORTS
Is it mandatory for the NRA to consult different bodies before taking a decision?
Is there any mandatory report from a different body?
Until what moment of the procedure the interested parties have the right to make arguments and give documents to the
NRA?

ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS / REGISTERS
How is the access of the interested parties to the information of the procedure (documents, registries, state of the
procedure) regulated? Who has the right of access to documents?
Is there a limitation to the access based on the confidential nature of certain information?
What is confidential?
Who determines the confidential nature of the documents?
HEARING PROCEDURE - PROPOSAL OF RESOLUTION
Is it mandatory to have a hearing procedure before the final resolution?
If so, is the hearing procedure open to anyone or to interested parties only?
Do the interest parties have the right to know the proposal of the final decision and to make new arguments?

DECISION - RESOLUTION OF THE DISPUTE
Is there a time limit to resolve the procedure/to issue a decision?
Must the NRA decision provide the reasons on which it is based?
Is the NRA decision binding for the parties?
What are the powers of the NRA in case of non-compliance with its decision?
Is the NRA entitled to sanction the non-compliant party? If so, what are the possible sanctions?

PUBLICATION
Is it mandatory to publish the NRA decision?
May the NRA decide not to publish certain parts of the decision?

APPEALS
Is the decision of the NRA subject to appeal?
Is the appeal submitted before the NRA in first instance? Or is the appeal submitted directly before the Courts or before
an Appeal Body (of non-judicial nature)?
Does the submission of an appeal suspend the effective implementation of the decision?
Does the Court/Appeal Body have the right to review procedural matters and/or factual issues?
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ANNEX B:
QUESTIONNAIRE ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE ECC/APRII(02)
GENERAL ISSUES:
applicable legislation and competence
−

Does the NRA have a role of: (Several answers are possible)
− mediator29,
− arbitrator30
− regulator31

−

What rules guide the access and interconnection dispute resolution procedure by the NRA32?
− general Administrative Law
−
sector specific regulation
INITIATION OF THE PROCEDURE

— How is the procedure initiated?
−
−

at the request of a party
or does the NRA have the power to start on its own initiative

−

What are the formal requirement for the validity of the request of NRA intervention?
− draft agreement with statements of both parrties
− application for access to network
− copy from trade registry
− copies of correspondance of parties on the matter
− other (please specify)

−

Is it a prerequisite to exhaust the possibility of voluntary agreements before submitting a complaint before the
NRA? If so, how long should be the negotiations before having the opportunity to submit complaint before the
regulator?

−

Where must the requests for intervention and communications of the interested parties be presented?
− at the NRA´s Registry
−
at any other official registry (Please specify)

-

−

29

RECTIFICATION
If the request for intervention does not comply with the legal requirements, is it possible to rectify it later?
- Yes (When and how?)
- No
In case of shortcomings in the text of the complaints lodged, must/may the NRA request further data or
documentation from the complainants?
−
Yes (Please specify if applicable)
−
No

Mediator: advisory role, help to bring the parties back to the negotiating table.
Arbitrator: find a consensual decision together with the parties, making a non binding decisión.
31
Regulator: interventionist solution that might not be welcome from all sides, i.e. making a binding decision in his
power as regulator that might be avers to one side.
32
In the document, NRA can mean a ministry if there is no NRA in the concerned country.
30
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INITIATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
−

To whom is sent the initiation of the notified procedure?

−

How would you define who to notify?

−

How is the notification carried out?
INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE

−

What type of proofs/tests may be carried out?

−

Does the NRA have inspection capacity?
− Yes
− No

−

Until what moment of the procedure the interested parties have the right to make arguments and give
documents to the NRA?
REPORTS

−

−

Is it mandatory for the NRA to consult different bodies before taking a decision?
−

Yes

−

No (Please specify)

Is there any mandatory report from a different body?
− Yes
−
No
ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS / REGISTERS

−

Who has access to the information of the procedure (documents, registries, state of the procedure) regulated?

−

Is there a limitation to the access based on the confidential nature of certain information?
− Yes
− No

−

What kind of information can be excluded and on what basis?

−

Who has the authority to decide the information is confidential?
− NRA
− Other

−

Is it possible to challenge the decision of confidentiality?
− Yes
−
No
HEARING PROCEDURE - PROPOSAL OF RESOLUTION

−

Is it mandatory to have a hearing procedure before the final resolution?
− Yes
− No

−

If so, is the hearing procedure open to anyone or to whom?
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DECISION - RESOLUTION OF THE DISPUTE
−

Do the parties involved in the dispute have the right to know the proposal of the final decision
− Yes
− No
and to make new arguments?
− Yes
− No

−

Is there a time limit to resolve the procedure/to issue a decision?
− Yes (Please specify)
− No

−

Must the NRA decision provide the reasons on which it is based?
− Yes
− No

−

Is the NRA decision binding for the parties?
− Yes
− No

−

What are the powers of the NRA in case of non-compliance with its decision?

−

Is the NRA entitled to sanction the non-compliant party?
− Yes (What are the possible sanctions)
−
No
PUBLICATION

−

Is it mandatory to publish the NRA decision?
− Yes
− No

−

What are the forms of the publication?

−

May the NRA decide not to publish certain parts of the decision?
− Yes
−
No

−

Is the decision of the NRA subject to appeal?
− Yes
− No

−

Is the appeal?
− submitted before the NRA in first instance
− Or is the appeal submitted directly before the Courts
− or before an Appeal Body (of non-judicial nature)

−

Does the submission of an appeal suspend the effective implementation of the decision?
− Yes
− No

−

Does the Court/Appeal Body have the right to review procedural matters and/or factual issues?
− Yes
−
No

APPEALS

